
    
 

 
 
 
Short Biography 
 
The story of The Once is one of growth, propelled by the rare chemistry that comes from 
a decade of writing and touring together. Their songs have been placed in 
international film and television, they have YouTube videos with millions of hits, and 
there's a trail of trophy nominations and wins from the East Coast Music Awards, the 
Canadian Folk Awards, and the JUNO Awards in their wake. 

 
Full biography 
 
Newfoundland has a storied history of stunning songwriters, poets and players. Over the 
course of the last decade The Once have writ and knit themselves into that story.  

Within the nine songs on their new album Time Enough, The Once offer some of the most 
vulnerable and honest material of their career. The up-tempo album opener, “I Can’t 
Live Without You,” reflects on women battling with self-image issues and offers wisened 
words to be the positive change in their own lives. The gritty guitar driven “Before The 
Fall” succumbs to the notion that we must accept our past and use those memories to 
grow. Riff rocker “Any Other Way” reflects the fact that true love accepts us at our worst 
but insists we do the work to be our best selves to keep it together. 

On this, their fourth studio album, the band stays true to the root strength of their 
harmony driven sound, while extending the borders into fresh yet familiar territory. They 



craft a sonically understated, but emotionally fulsome sound that accomplishes what 
they've always done so well: stun listeners with what Amelia Curran calls "perfect vocal 
harmonies, thick enough to stand on."  

“We approached Time Enough with an open heart and on open mind. We composed 
apart and came together to Once-up the new material,” says lead singer Geraldine 
Hollett of the band’s writing process. “We are pretty tough customers so it was scary 
bringing so much guts to the table, but over the years we have earned and accepted 
one another’s trust. This album is special because of it.” 

The story of The Once is one of growth, propelled by the rare chemistry that comes from 
a decade of writing and touring together. Their songs have been placed in 
international film and television, they have YouTube videos with millions of hits, and 
there's a trail of trophy nominations and wins from the East Coast Music Awards, the 
Canadian Folk Awards, and the JUNO Awards in their wake. 

SInce first hitting the road in 2009, The Once has earned one of the most loyal followings 
in the country. Ask their fans why they love the band and watch their eyes widen as the 
words flow. It becomes clear that The Once ain't regular folk. They've built something 
unique within their genre, and something rare within the fan base that keeps them 
growing and going strong and they do not take that fan base for granted. “We give all 
we got to them because we know we can’t do what we want to do if they’re not with 
us,” says Hollett of those who have shown endless support for the group. It was this 
resonance with fans that launched their career and it is this deep relationship that 
continues to inspire the band to travel new paths, explore new territory, and create 
new music.  

Geraldine Hollett's voice is a large part of the band's ethereal sound, and there is 
nowhere it would sit better than in between the rhythmic and supportive voices of Phil 
Churchill and Andrew Dale, and the lush soundscapes they build. The trio's 
instrumentation and vocals meld together like gold, building something stronger 
together than any one songwriter could muster alone.  Their harmonies grab you by the 
heart, and their music melts what's left of it.  

Building on the wave of creative energy that defined their last album, Time Enough is a 
striking and subtle sea change for the band. Dive in, get lost, click repeat 
 
http://www.theonce.ca/ 
 

https://www.facebook.com/TheOnceBand  

https://twitter.com/theonceband   

https://open.spotify.com/user/theonceband 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/theonceband/?hl=en  

https://www.youtube.com/user/TheOnceBand  
 

 
“Leaves me in a perpetual state of wistful, anthemic longing. An innocence that 
nevertheless leaves me with the sense that we are flirting with tragedy.” 
— Jeff Reilly, CBC 
 
“Simply put, they’re a joy to witness. Dazzling three part harmonies and a capella 
arrangements stoke a nostalgic longing for idyllic rural memories regardless of one’s own 
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past. In hearing them perform, you feel like you’re a part of an alternate reality in which 
negativity never existed.” 
— Neil Van, Live in Limbo 
 
“THE ONCE get 3 of 4 stars in Canada’s Globe and Mail 
Just as the sea refuses no river, the Once turns back no listeners. These three 
Newfoundlanders gracefully and evocatively offer gem-like maritime music – 
foot-stomping shanties, heart-rendering ballads, salt-aired interpretations (of Tom Waits 
and Leonard Cohen tunes) and a cappella three-part harmonies thicker than Mama 
Cass’s midriff. The drinkable Geraldine Hollett is the pure-voiced starlet, riveting on the 
soloed Marguerite. Something singular is happening here, you bet.” 
— Brad Wheeler, Globe And Mail 
 
“Canadian indie folk trio The Once have a winner on their hands in latest full-length 
Departures.” 
— Jeffrey Sisk, Pittsburgh In Tune 
 
“From the opening a cappella tune to the last song, “We Are All Running,” The Once 
captured the hearts of all who were present with their brilliantly beautiful harmonies and 
cheerful on stage presence.” 
— Beth Mcallister, No Country For New Nashville 
 
“Perfect vocal harmonies thick enough to stand on. Think of the heavenly mix of Alison 
Krauss, Emmylou Harris and Gillian Welch, back them up with The Chieftans, and let 
Daniel Lanois swim around in it, and you’re still only halfway there.” 
— Amelia Curran, ECMA Nominated Singer/Songwriter 
 
“Departures, their third album, is a gorgeous collection of harmony-driven acoustic folk.” 
— Matthew McKean, The Overcast 
 
 


